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A BSTRACT
This paper presents the framework and results of our participation in the TRECVID 2019 Instance
Search task. This year the instance search task aims at retrieving specific persons doing specific
actions. In fact, this retrieval target can be divided into two parts, that is, person and action retrieval.
So we tried two schemes: step retrieval and overall retrieval. On the one hand, we try to get the
final retrieval results by retrieving the peolple and actions respectively and fusing them later. The
advantage of this method lies in the independence of retrieval and the simplicity of later fusing. On
the other hand, we try to get the final retrieval results by retrieving, tracking specific people and
retrieving their actions. The advantage of this method is that it adopts targeted action retrieval for
specific people to ensure the integrity of retrieval. The two retrieval schemes are complementary.
With the proposed methods, our first scheme get 0.016 mAP and our second scheme get 0.017 mAP
in automatic task according the evaluation, ranks 4 among all instance search teams.
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Introduction

From 2010-2015 the instance search task tested systems on retrieving specific instances of objects, persons and
locations. Recently in 2016-2018, it also retrieved specific persons in specific locations [1]. While in 2019, the new
query type is to find the video of specific persons doing specific actions in all the video clips and make a record
submission. Given a collection of test videos, a master shot boundary reference, a collection of topics that delimit a
person in some example images and videos, and a set of predefined actions with example images or videos, locate for
each topic up to 1000 shots most likely to contain a recognizable instance of the person doing one of the predefined
actions [2]. As is shown in figure 1, the system is asked to retrieval shots with person Phil holding phone. Comparing
with previous tasks, the difficulty of the new task is to recognize the action of a specific person in a continuous video
frames. Based on the separability of retrieval task, we propose two schemes: step retrieval and whole retrieval.
For one scheme, we retrieval person and action respectively first and fuse them together later. Independent
retrieval of people and actions makes the retrieval task clearer and easier, so that we can complete complex task in a
simple way. When retrieving person, we adopted face recognition model to get person score. When retrieving action,
we adopted 3D convolutional networks to extract the spatiotemporal features from videos and measured similarity
with queries to get action scores. When fusing scores, we exploited weighting based balance and person identity based
filter to combine the results of person retrieval and action retrieval to obtain the ranking result.
For the other scheme, we retrieval, track specific people and the retrieval their actions. Through the action
retrieval of specific people, the action retrieval of non-specific people is excluded, so that the retrieval process is more
targeted and effective. To find a specific action of a person, we adopted face recognition to determine the face ID of
all the characters appearing in the video and bind the track ID of the track detected by the object tracking first. And
then we adopted action recognition of consecutively tracked person target frames to get Action ID, so that each action
of each character in all the given video clips has been identified and recorded separately. Finally, we use the specific
action of the specific character that the task needs to get final results according to the record.
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For person retrieval, our model is fine-tuned with a mixed dataset, which involved YouTube Face [3], IJB-A [4]
and UMDFaces Datasets [5]. For action retrieval, our model is based on pre-trained kinetics [6] dataset which contains
400 action classes and a self-built dataset named Anview.ai Actions26, which consists of 8805 videos with 26 classes.
And the combination of our approaches are:
• F_M_E_A_WHU_NERCMS_1 which is based on person retrieval, action retrieval and weight fusion
• F_M_E_A_WHU_NERCMS_2 which is based on person retrieval, action retrieval and filter fusion
• F_M_E_B_WHU_NERCMS_3 which is based on face recognition, object detection, object tracking and
action recognition

Figure 1: One of the topics of Trecvid 2019 INS, asked to retrieval Phil holding phone. (programme material copyrighted by BBC)
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Our Framework

2.1

The first scheme

The proposed framework of our first scheme contains three parts as shown in Figure 2. The first is person
retrieval module, which is based on face recognition, it focus on processing keyframes on which we can detect face
box of persons. The second is action retrieval module, which is based on spatiotemporal feature extracted using 3D
convolutional networks. With the two modules, we get both person and action retrieval scores. The third is result
fusing module, we fuse the scores together to get the ranking result. The details of each module and related key
technologies are demonstrated as following.

Figure 2: Our framework
2.1.1

Person retrieval

The different postures, illumination conditions, scales and other factors often affect the quality of face images
in movies and TV plays, which poses a huge challenge to face recognition in movies and TV plays. To solve this
problem, we do two steps in the person retrieval module. Firstly, we use the MTCNN model proposed in [7] to detect
faces. Secondly, we use the method based on Center-loss proposed in [8] to build a face recognition model.
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For the dataset, to match the target faces, we built our own face image library, which has 2664 images, a part of
it is shown in Figure 3. In order to improve recognition accuracy, we collected a large number of actors of TV series
images on the Internet, including different ages, postures and so on (these images are not appeared in this EastEnders
TV series) as our reference dataset. In order to make it more consistent with the video face data distribution, we use
the filtered mixed face datasets to fine-tune the pre-trained model, which involved YouTube Face [3], IJB-A [4] and
UMDFaces Datasets [5].
For the face detection. We use MTCNN [7] face detection model trained on large-scale face detection dataset
wilder face [9]. The model has several advantages. Firstly, the dataset contains the high variability of scale, posture
and occlusion in the sample images, so it has strong robustness to the influencing factors. Secondly, MTCNN adopts
cascade network structure, which reduces the computational load and ensures the detection accuracy, so it is conducive
to large-scale data processing. Furthermore, MTCNN uses joint face detection and alignment multitask learning, which
improves the accuracy of face detection.
For the face recognition. In order to decrease the internal-class discrepancy of deep facial features, we use the
center loss + Softmax cost function proposed in [8] to build a face recognition model. The network has two convolution
layers, three cascaded ResNet blocks, followed by a full connection layer which outputs a 512-dimensional feature
vector. In the process of feature representation, firstly the features of the original face image and its horizontal flip
image are extracted, and then the features are connected together to form 1024-dimensional feature vectors to represent
the face.
With the above parts, we get the similarity matrix is obtained by querying each image in the reference data
set first, and then the identity is determined according to the maximum similarity. Since an identity in a reference
dataset contains multiple face images, we decrease the discrepancy of inner-class for the identity representation based
post-processing method.

Figure 3: Part of our face library
2.1.2

Action retrieval

Action retrieval is an important part of the task. In this part, we used C3D [10], a 3D Convolutional Networks,
to learn spatiotemporal features. Our network is a residual network with different parameter layers. Similar with the
traditional Resnet50 model [11], it mainly contains a convolution layer, a max pool layer, four bottleneck blocks, followed by an average pool layer and a fully connected layer. The most difference between our network and conditional
Resnet50 is all the kernels are 3-dimensional. The network architecture is presented in figure 4.
To extract C3D feature, we use the Resnet50 model which is pre-trained on kinetics dataset [6] to initialize the
network. For the dataset preparation, we split each video into 16 frame long clips with a 8-frame overlap between
two consecutive clips. These clips are passed to the C3D network to get output before the final fc layer. In order to
compute similarity fastly with matrix multiplication operation and eliminate the influence of feature scale, we refined
the feature with L2 normalization and centralization. Final we use these features to compute the action similarity
scores based cosine distance.
2.1.3

Result fusion

In result fusing module, we propose two different fusing methods. One is weight fusing and the other is filter
fusing. With the person retrieval and action retrieval, we get two similarity score list for every topic, let them f _f ace
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Figure 4: 3D Resnet-50 structure
Table 1: Fusing Method
Score lists

Fusing method

Method index

Submit index

f _f ace + f _action

weight

A

INS.fusion_v1_main
INS.fusion_v1_progress

f _f ace + f _action

filter

B

INS.fusion_v2_main
INS.fusion_v2_progress

and f _action respectively. We exploited weighting based and person identity filter based method to combine the
results to get the ranking result. Our submitted 4 results based on our first scheme are generated by combining score
lists with the fusing methods, which are listed in table 1.
Before fusing, we normalize all the score lists range from 0 to 1 by formula 1
f=

f − min(f )
max(f ) − min(f )

(1)

For method A, we fuse f _f ace and f _action together using weight fusion, the formula is shown in 2 and the
weight α is set to 0.5.
f = α ∗ f _f ace + (1 − α) ∗ f _action

(2)

For method B, we adopt face filter method to fuse the scores. Note that the face library has all the actors appeared
in the TV series, the detected face must belong to a certain actor. According to the largest score, we assign detected
face to a actor. However, the face is not always recognized correctly due to the complex situation in the video, thus we
refined the actor ID of the face which tack smooth, that is to say, we combine the bounding boxes toghter which have
large Intersection over Union and have large possibility to be the same person, and then we assigned actor ID to all the
face boxes. Thus, given a shot and a target actor, we can conclude whether the actor appeared in the shot. Based on
above, we filter out all the shots without target face, and then according to the f _action, we rank the remained shots
to get fusing result.
2.2

The second scheme

The specific process of the second framework we proposed is shown in Figure 5. It consists of four modules.
The first module is face recognition, the second module is object detection, the third module is object tracking, and
the fourth module is action recognition. Through face recognition, object detection and object tracking to determine a
person’s name and location, then we send their continuous multi-frame video clips into the action recognition module
for identification, finally for each person and its actions in each video can be get the corresponding result.
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Figure 5: Our framework
2.2.1

Face Recognition

In the face recognition module, we adopted face recognition using the same method with the person retrieval of
our first scheme.
2.2.2

Object Detection

In the object detection module, a video frame is used as an input of the neural network, and the position of each
character target bounding box and the associated category detected by the neural network are returned to the output
layer.

Figure 6: Darknet-53 Structure
In the forward propagation process of the object detection algorithm, the tensor size transformation is realized
by changing the step size of the convolution kernel. The backbone will reduce the output feature map to 1/32 of the
input, so the input picture is required to be multiple of 32.
The algorithm uses the Darknet-53 network [12]. The specific structure is shown in Figure 6. In addition to
the final average pooling, the connection classification is performed. There is no pooling layer and full connection
layer in the whole network structure, including the add layer 23 layer (mainly used for res_block). Composition, each
res_unit needs an add layer, a total of 1 + 2 + 8 + 8 + 4 = 23 layers), the number of Batch Normalization layer and
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Leaky ReLU layer is exactly the same (72 layers), the performance in the network structure is: A layer of BN will be
followed by a layer of LeakyReLU. The convolution layer has a total of 75 layers, of which 72 layers will be followed
by a combination of BN + LeakyReLU to form the basic component DBL. Both upsampling and concat are 2 times,
and each res_block is padded with a zero, for a total of 5 res_blocks.
The Darknet-53 outputs 3 feature maps of different scales with a depth of 255 and a side length ratio of 13 : 26 :
52. The algorithm divides the entire input graph into nn cells, each cell predicts 3 boxes, each box needs to have five
basic parameters (x, y, w, h, confidence), and because of training The COCO data set has a probability of 80 categories,
so the depth is 255 = 3(5 + 80). Because the feature maps of different scales of the output require concat stitching, it
is necessary to use (2, 2) upsampling to ensure that the scale of the feature map is consistent.
When the final output of the target box is performed, the three boxes predicted by the network are respectively
adapted to the set anchor, and the logistic regression is used to perform objectness score on the content surrounded by
each anchor, and the anchor prior is selected according to the score to perform the predict output the forecast box.
The target frame of all characters detected in the video frame is filtered out and passed to the object tracking
module.
2.2.3

Object Tracking

In the object tracking module, the object block detected by the above module object is used as an input, and each
object character is tracked by an algorithm, and a unique Track ID and a predicted bounding box are given.
In the object tracking algorithm [13], the Kalman filter is used to calculate the object tracking x̂−
t and covariance
matrix Σ−
generated
by
the
object
detection
frame
of
the
previous
frame,
as
shown
in
formula
3.
t
x̂−
t = F x̂t−1 + ut
T
Σ−
t = F Σt−1 F + Q

(3)

The covariance matrix Σt−1 of the target frame of the previous frame is the coordinate x̂t−1 of the target frame of
the previous frame, F which is the state transition matrix, F T which is the transposition of the state transition matrix
F , ut which is the update matrix and Q is the process noise.
Calculate the IOU of the object tracking frame generated by the previous frame and the object detection frame
of the current frame, obtain the largest unique match of the IOU through the Hungarian algorithm, and then remove
the matching pair whose matching value is less than the preset threshold. The Kalman filter is updated with the
object detection frame matched in the current frame, the Kalman gain, the state update and the covariance update are
calculated, and the state value update value is output as the object tracking frame of the current frame. Calculate the
Kalman gain, as in formula 4:
T
T
−1
Kt = Σ −
t H (H x̂t−1 H + R)

(4)

Wherein, H for the observation matrix, the transposition H T of the permutation matrix H, R is state transition
noise, and the covariance Σ−
t of the target frame of the current frame prediction is the object detection frame coordinate
x̂t−1 of the t−1 time. Then, according to the calculated Kalman gain Kt , the coordinates x̂ of the current frame object
detection frame and the covariance matrix Σt are calculated, x̂−
t which is the value of the object tracking frame at time
t, and the coordinate formula x̂t of the object tracking frame is as formula 5
−
x̂t = x̂−
t + Kt (yt − H x̂t )

(5)

The covariance Σt update formula is as formula 6:
Σt = (1 − Kt H) Σ−
t

(6)

Then, according to the covariance matrix Σt of the current prediction and the coordinates x̂t of the current frame
object detection frame, the coordinates x̂t+1 and covariance matrix Σ−
t+1 of the object detection frame of the next
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second are predicted, F is a state transition matrix, F T is a transposition of the state transition matrix F , ut+1 which
is an update matrix, Q is the process noise, the prediction is shown in formula 7:
x̂−
t+1 = F x̂t + ut+1
−
Σt+1
= F Σt F T + Q

(7)

Reinitialize the tracker for targets that do not match in the current frame. The consecutive frames of the target
pedestrians with the same number are combined into a object tracking queue. After the pedestrian object tracking
queue length reaches the set frame number threshold, all object tracking frames are connected in series to form a
object tracking area, and the object tracking area is sent to the action recognition module.
2.2.4

Action recognition

In the action recognition module, continuous frames of each person’s object tracking area are taken as input, and
different action types are classified by the neural network.
To train the action recognition model, we built a dataset named Anview.ai Actions26, which consists of 8805
videos with 26 classes, some of which are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Anview.ai Actions26 Dataset
The action recognition neural network mainly uses the Multi-fiber Unit [14] as the basic network construction
unit. As shown in Figure 8, the Multi-fiber Unit slices the entire residual module into multiple parallel and independent
branches according to the channel, and uses the Multiplexer module to use Combine information between fibers in the
form of residual connections.
The overall network structure is based on the ResNet-18 baseline. The specific structure is shown in Figure 9.
After the video frames are input into the network, they are first convolved and pooled, and then passed through 16 3D
Multi-fiber Units to obtain the feature map. Use the Global Average Pool compression feature to finally fully connect
the output classification.

3

Results and Analysis

The final results of our submitted runs on Instance Search task of TRECVID 2019 are shown in Table 2. Through
the results, our analysis and summary are as follows:
• The performance of tracking a specific person continuously and detect their actions is better than to detect
tasks and actions separately and then fuse them later.
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Figure 8: The internal structure of each Multi-fiber Unit

Figure 9: The overall architecture of 3D Multifiber Network
• In the score fusing module, the weighting fusing method and the method of person identity based filter have
similar effect. While the exploration of the more effective fusing method should not stop.
• Through the test, we found that the accuracy of character retrieval is higher than that of action in our work.
Considering the reason for it, we only used pre-training model to extract features instead of using data to
fine-tune the network. It turns out that the model used off-the-self can not suit well in INS dataset, thus need
retrain or fine-tuning before making use of, how to train CNNs with unsupervised or weakly supervised way
is worth considering in our future work.
Table 2: Automatic Result
Num

ptype

exampleSet

mAP

Runid

Scheme

Fusion method

1
2
3

F
F
F

E
E
E

0.016
0.016
0.017

F_M_E_A_WHU_NERCMS_1
F_M_E_A_WHU_NERCMS_2
F_M_E_B_WHU_NERCMS_3

1
1
2

A
B
-
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